Killybegs - Suggested Looped Walks

- **(4kms):** Mass Rock & Countryside
- **(3.5kms):** Megalithic Tomb, Stone Fort.
- **(8kms):** Scenic Coastal Walk (Some Hills To Climb)
- **(4kms):** Windmills, Thatch Cottages (Steep) River, Lake & Forest (Off-Road In Parts)
- **(3.5kms):** Small Bridge, River And Countryside
- **(7kms):** Countryside, Views Of Town, Boats & Piers, Tomb (Steep In Parts)

*The above walks are unmarked and are essentially self-guided. We advise people that the routes are shared with traffic and to take appropriate care when walking and to be seen/wear high visible clothes etc. We also remind people to take particular care especially where they cross national primary routes/busy roads.*

- **Starting Point A - Town Centre**
- **Starting Point B - Commons School**
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